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The Year of the Green Picnic 
Introduction 

My proposal for the final project for the Earth Literacy Master's degree is to 

organize and facilitate a neighborhood event, a “Green Picnic,” for August 21, 2010. 

The rationale for the neighborhood celebration is twofold: 

Residents of Troy and Albany Streets in Chicago will be invited so that 
neighbors have the opportunity to meet each other. 

The theme of the event is sustainability awareness in our homes and in 
the neighborhood. 

The Green Picnic will offer an opportunity for the neighbors to meet one another 

socially just steps from their homes. The picnic will take place in Ronan Park adjacent 

to Troy and Albany streets. The residents of these two blocks will be invited to bring 

their picnic baskets and join in on games, participate in a guided tour of the Nature Trail 

and visit the booths of local businesses and environmental support agencies from the 

city. The work for the event took almost a year in planning. 

The picnic is supported by the Green Cycle Club of Northeastern Illinois 

University, Chicago Conservation Corps, Recycling Chicago department and White 

Violet Center for Eco-Justice. These organizations will offer information and tools for 

sustainable living. 

Objective 

1. My neighborhood is not atypical of urban areas; we know each other 

enough to nod as we scurry from our homes to cars or buses to attend to our lives. 

Recently a tragic accident occurred that brought some of the neighbors together to  



support the family whose eight year old boy drowned in the North Branch River less 

than a half a mile away. Three hundred people attended a Mass that was offered where 

the boy drowned. This show of support and compassion validated my opinion that the 

residents of this area care about one another. What is needed is a venue to bring us 

together in a relaxed social setting. A picnic seems an ideal way to do this. 

2. The picnic atmosphere allows the neighbors to experience the rich 

environment of our three miles of park district. This scene creates an opportunity to 

focus on the importance of our environment in our lives. The various ecological 

agencies will have representatives to explain how and why we can make changes 

toward sustainable living in our homes with a few changes. This is a “first step” for the 

participants. The themes of the ELM (Earth Literacy Masters) program will form the 

basis and rationale of the activities for the event. 

Methods and Materials 

Community outreach is critical to a project of this kind. | had originally 

considered having a “block party” for Earth Day. Block parties are very common in 

Chicago and since our neighborhood has not done this previously, | thought it would be 

of interest. Speaking to several neighbors convinced me to modify my plan. Earth Day 

is in mid-April which is often cold and rainy in Chicago. Troy and Albany Streets are 

atypical because they butt up against the North Branch River and are not accessible 

thoroughfares. This would prevent residents from leaving the street on the day of the 

event. As the event approaches, conversations and a proposed meeting of interested 

residents is the only way to make an event like this a reality. The Green Picnic is a 

community celebration and the community needs to have ownership around it.  



| decided not to involve the community in the nascent stage of the planning. 

Because | began this project almost a year ago, | did not think such long term planning 

would sustain the interest of many people who were preparing for Thanksgiving! | 

thought a better tactic was to lay a firm foundation for the event and then bring the 

neighbors into the planning of games and activities. | anticipated starts and stops along 

the way and did not want people to become discouraged. A “Save the Date” flyer was 

distributed in mid-June. Within two weeks, several neighbors responded and there is 

more enthusiasm for the event. The picnic will fan out to adjacent streets because 

neighbors said they will invite friends who live nearby. | am glad that residents have 

taken ownership and want to invite more people. (See Resources for examples of flyers 

and posters.) 

An internet search brought me to a pivotal find just blocks away from my home. 

The Green Cycle Club is a student group sponsored by Northeastern lllinois University. 

The club works to engage students, faculty and the community at large to embrace the 

principles of ecology. | presented the Green Picnic proposal to the members at their bi- 

monthly meeting. It was welcomed as a perfect opportunity for the club to do outreach 

to the community at large. The club will invite their members to attend the event and 

provide information about the eco-system in the park and the North Branch River, a 

tributary of the Chicago River. Kate Ekman, the faculty representative, was excited to 

have a venue to introduce the Green Cycle Club to others. The club has an annual 

picnic and the members will dovetail their picnic with the Green Picnic. Several 

members of the club are hoping to have a few musicians join us. The music may be a 

draw for teenagers. Having the support of this organization was the lynch pin for my  



event. The support of this group gave me more credibility among the businesses in the 

area and offered suggestions that rounded out the event. (See emails to James Z. and 

Kate Ekman in Resources) 

City and state resources are available to support this type of event. The use of 

the internet is invaluable in locating City of Chicago departments that encourage 

sustainable living. | am the recycle contact person for our neighborhood so | was aware 

of the Recycle Department. Shelli Bruno, the representative for the city, is assisting me 

with materials to distribute to the picnickers. The brochures will give tips for recycling, 

reuse and renewal. 

Britt Willey from the Conservation Corps will provide information that focuses on 

the economic advantages to living more sustainably. The Conservation Corps trains 

volunteers to organize neighborhoods to take initiatives that affect their lifestyle toward 

more sustainable living. In her opinion the best way to encourage ecological changes is 

to first highlight the pocketbook. It has been her experience that when the first 

sustainability steps are taken there is a cost benefit. These practical and cost effective 

changes pave the way for more interest in ecological issues. (See emails to Shelli 

Bruno and Britt Willey in Resources) 

Ronan Park Nature Center will be represented by Michael Herman. Michael will 

lead guided tours of the park with special attention to birds of the area. He will work in 

tandem with the Green Cycle Club. 

The alderman, Richard Mel, has been invited to the event as well as State 

Congressman Michael Quigley. | visited the alderman’s office and was given 

information about block parties and the rules and regulations for event planning. While |  



was in Washington, DC, | stopped in to see Mr.Quigley. Though | did not meet with him 

personally, | had a long conversation with his staff member, Monica Foskett who was 

very encouraging. She said that Rep. Quigley was very concerned about ecological 

issues and suggested | invite him to the event. | did that in an email to him when | 

returned home. Politically, it would be an advantage for both civil servants to attend the 

event and meet their constituents. (See email to Congr. Quigley and Ald. Mell in 

Resources.) 

Local businesses have already committed to support the Green Picnic in a 

manner that will promote buying locally and to demonstrate how each business is 

attempting to “go green.” Each business was personally invited to participate in the 

event. The economy may have worked in my favor because there has been a lot of 

support from local businesses. 

Starbucks will provide coffee. The company uses fair trade coffee and tea. | 

inquired about using biodegradable products and that is still an issue that has not been 

resolved. Though the manager is sympathetic, she said that the bottom line is still the 

number one consideration for the company. 

Galter Health Center is owned by Swedish Covenant Hospital. Galter is a 

popular health center and does community outreach on a regular basis. A 

representative will attend the Green Picnic. The representative will test blood pressure 

levels and focus on the problems of obesity and the benefits of exercise. Swedish 

Covenant Hospital is dedicated to ecological initiatives and, as a result, the 

representative, Art Slowinski, will support the Green Picnic.  



The Sweden Shop will have a booth of handmade cards and items for sale. The 

owner and manager of the shop are invested in eco-friendly materials. The shop uses 

only biodegradable products including cleaning products. | asked if they would share 

that information at the Green Picnic especially with the other businesses. 

Beijo de Chocolat Shop will be very popular. The husband and wife owners will 

have samples of their homemade candies, pastries, etc. They do not currently use fair 

trade coffee and tea but have expressed an interest in doing so. They will also provide 

coupons for the shop. 

LEO Naturals is a well established business. The owner was born in China and 

came to Chicago while a young man. He is committed to healthy living. He will attend 

the picnic and provide information about his products which include vitamins, herbs, 

food products and exercise equipment. He is very supportive of this event. 

North Park Dry Cleaners does not use a nontoxic chemical for the cleaning 

process. They will have a representative from the shop to distribute coupons. Perhaps 

they will be inspired to explore the alternatives to toxic chemicals. 

The Bud Long Chicago Public Library will have a booth to promote reading 

and use of the library. Library card applications will be offered to those eligible. Tony 

Stark, the head librarian, gave me a tour of the library. It is a Leeds (Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design) building. He would like to have people sign up for 

tours of the building. The library also hosts lectures and presentations that are of 

interest to many in the community. Tony is happy to help in whatever way possible to 

promote ecology.  



Charcoal Delight is a popular eat-in and drive through diner. The menu 

includes gyros, broasted chicken, Polish and Italian sausage sandwiches. All the food 

is prepared on site. The manager, offered to provide samples of the menu to the 

picnickers but was not very interested in exchanging the Styrofoam products for more 

expensive sustainable products. This is a first step. 

Events are planned for the picnic. The representative from NEIU has invited 

musicians to provide a variety of music. Percussion instruments and rattles will be 

available for most if not all. NEIU’s Green Cycle Club will lead tours of the Nature Trail 

and will provide books for children to identify birds and trees in the park. We want to 

foster games that don’t have an on and off switch! We will have sidewalk chalk for 

hopscotch, jump ropes, beach balls and bubbles, Frisbees, yo-yos and hackensacks will 

be available. A “Treasures from Trash” table will give would-be artists to create artwork 

and crafts from recyclables. Kids of all ages will have the opportunity to become our 

earliest inhabitants as they wander the park looking for natural items to use “in the wild.” 

Results 

Since the event has not taken place, | do not have final results. | have been very 

pleased with the enthusiasm of the various agencies. The Conservation Corps and the 

Recycling agency have been very helpful and have committed to the Green Picnic. The 

most important contact | made promises to lead activities, provide music and invite their 

members to the picnic. | am hopeful that the planning time and attention to detail will 

reap positive results. 

White Violet Center for Eco-Justice will provide a single sheet of paper that lists 

10 actions a household can implement that will impact the planet. | will be the  



representative for WVC with a display board and information about this ministry of the 

Sisters of Providence. 

The key to the success of the Green Picnic is to bring the neighbors out. That is 

my responsibility. Thus far, the response has been encouraging. Several people have 

distributed the flyers and some have asked for more to share with friends. Members of 

Green Cycle Club are encouraging their members to attend. The club’s annual picnic 

will be the Green Picnic and they are confident the members will attend. 

The only serious concern is the weather. It was decided that we could offer a 

rain date for the next weekend. Though not everyone's schedule will accommodate 

August 28", it is assumed that some could attend. We have all committed to praying for 

a nice day! 

Discussion 

1. Interpretation of findings 

There is no doubt in my mind that ecology is uppermost in many people’s minds. 

The neighbors like the idea of a “green” themed picnic. Especially with the horror of the 

BP oil spill beginning its 46" day, people are very interested to do “something” to move 

toward sustainability. The timing for the picnic could not be better in terms of the 

awareness of Earth's fragility. This is day 61 of the oil gusher in the Gulf of Mexico. 

| have been very impressed with the support of the city agencies. | have had 

personal contact with several representatives of different departments. The reps are 

enthusiastic and have offered good suggestions and leads for other agencies. | see this 

as a result of the city of Chicago’s commitment to sustainability. The Conversation 

Corps trains volunteers to work in communities to foster sustainability. One of the  



volunteers will attend the Green Picnic and encourage the residents to get involved with 

the effort. 

One of the most gratifying aspects of the planning has been the inclusion of the 

larger community. The park district volunteers suggested inviting neighbors from 

several more streets in the area. Some residents of Troy and Albany streets asked 

about inviting friends. | am delighted because the more people who attend, the more 

people will have the opportunity to make lifestyle changes toward sustainability. The 

response also tells me that the residents do want to meet each other. This can only be 

a positive sign. | see the potential in bringing the neighborhood closer. As we know 

one another better, we can be of help to each other and keep the neighborhood safer. 

People bring hope and concern for one another to better face the often grim realities of 

urban life. This event has made changes in my interaction with the community because 

| have had to meet the residents intentionally. Those interactions do make a difference. 

The biggest disappointment is with the reaction of some of the businesses. No matter 

what, the bottom line seems to be the most important consideration. From Starbucks to 

Charcoal Delight, while everyone says the company wishes it could do more, they have 

chosen to continue to use either Styrofoam or commercial coffee rather than fair trade 

coffee. Yet, at least there seems to be a sense of wishing they could do more. It's up 

to me and the rest of the neighbors to pressure the businesses to step up their efforts to 

make their businesses sustainable. 

There are several avenues to travel toward encouraging businesses to do more. 

| can provide information and cost comparisons regarding specific products like 

sustainable materials. The city of Chicago offers tax benefits to businesses that pursue  



ecological goals. Notices of supporting green initiatives can be displayed on the 

business’s window. The importance of making the contacts and planting a seed of 

sustainability awareness is, indeed, priceless. 

2. a. Integration of the Earth Literacy Masters Program theme 

Concepts of Earth Literacy 

Thanks in no small way to Daniel Burnham; Chicago is blessed with an extensive 

park system. It is sacred space for many people including me. | know this from walking 

or biking through 3 miles of parks that are connected by underpasses that allow a brisk 

walk or leisurely bike ride. As | take my daily constitutional | see many familiar faces 

who also seem to be enjoying themselves. This is the basis for the Green Picnic- 

appreciating the land where we live. 

Walter Brueggman'’s, The Land: Place as Gift, Promise and Challenge in Biblical 

Faith, presents the “land” as God's gift to the Israelites. It is the seal of the covenant 

between God and the people of Abraham and Sarah. The land is not only a metaphor 

of God’s love and justice, it is a living and binding witness to the covenant. 

This is exactly the rationale for organizing the neighborhood event. We have 

these precious parks that are our pieces of the prize from the wilderness that Chicago 

was. It's a mega cosmopolitan city yet we have Lake Michigan, the lakefront, parks, 

lagoons, forest preserves, gardens, rivers, etc. How can we honor our sacred space? 

My small attempt to do this on the local level is to bring attention to Ronan Park with its 

Nature Walk and picnic area. 

In an urban area, the possibility of moving within the city limits is high. 

Apartments become condos, families expand and families shrink thus moving to other  



residences is not unusual. Can we maintain a sense of the sacred space as we move 

from place to place? | agreed with the authors of “Producing Meaning through 

Movement: An Alternative Sense of Place.” Place is understood as a global 

phenomena rather than a single location. Our interiority defines the sacred space no 

matter what the physical space is. This speaks to me of the Earth story. Learning the 

unfolding creation story of Earth causes a person to become intimate with any place. 

All of Earth is part of the story. It is the interrelatedness of every grain of sand and 

every cell in every being. The Earth story is our story. Our understanding of our own 

story awakens our consciousness to the Cosmos. 

The Green Picnic may, just may, be an awakening of what we have in the way of 

sacred space within steps of our homes. Because of the participation of park volunteers 

who are imbued with a love of the land, an emotional bond might be cultivated. It is a 

natural and gentle way to begin the relationship. 

Principles of Evolution and Change 

The cosmos is an inter-play of unfathomable and intricate connections. 

Scratching the surface of how diversity, differentiation, specialization and integration are 

in constant movement in all aspects of the universe is almost unbelievable. For me, it is 

a matter of faith that this Universe of incalculable phenomena is what it is; or, at least 

what | can absorb of it. Judy Cannuto’s title of Radical Amazement is a wonderful 

phrase to try to explain my awe of all that is happening in, on and with Earth at this 

moment. My goal is to express my joy and wonder of the cosmos to others. | want 

people to read Darwin’s Origin of Species or Margulis and Sagan’s Microcosmos.  



The beauty of our neighborhood is the diversity of ethnic, religious and racial 

groups. This is not always appreciated. We are at times, fearful and suspicious of one 

another. In order to survive, our challenge is to find how these differences are truly are 

strengths. We are in a natural process of symbiosis to survive as a thriving community. 

This quote from Microcosmos illustrates how diversity is a natural cycle and can be 

applied to the human family. 

“...that symbiosis, the living together and sometimes merging of 
different species of organisms, has been crucial to the evolution of life 
forms on Earth.” (Microcosmos, p. 22) 

The connection to our past in the evolutionary process may not be difficult for 

children to realize. There are several activities for the Green Picnic that | hope will 

spark the imaginations of our picnickers. The Nature Trail tour will focus on some of 

the eco-systems of the North Branch River that flanks the trail. The intricate world of 

the insects, frogs and dragonflies that live in abundance along the river will be 

highlighted. 

There will be an emphasis on the critical need for diversity, differentiation, and 

integration in the natural cycle and how this is also part and parcel of what must happen 

in the human community. The coordinators have agreed to emphasize these 

components throughout the Green Picnic. Repeating the necessity of these 

characteristics throughout the presentations and activities will bring the congruity of the 

natural processes with the societal processes. It is quite a bit to expect all these 

connections to be made in four hours yet, as with the other components of the event, it 

is a start.  



Nature and Culture 

How we relate to each other, our government, our planet, our God, our Earth is 

all dependent on our stories. Do you desire diversity? Just listen to people’s stories. 

Everyone's reality is based on family heritage and the stories that are passed on from 

authority figures to children. Truth becomes fashioned from prejudices, biases, 

education or the lack thereof, religion, cultural traditions, etc. Our relationship to Earth 

is based on all of these elements too. The planet has been characterized as a Mother; 

a resource to be exploited; a flat surface; a globe; a home. So what is it? 

The demographics of my neighborhood are shown in the chart. Note that this is 

as of 2000. | am sure it will be different after the census is completed. 

2000 18,514 
11,828 White alone (63.9%) 

469 Black or African American alone (2.5%) 

60 American Indian and Alaska Native alone (0.3%) 

4,447 Asian alone (24.0%) 

17 Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone (0.1%) 

888 Some other race alone (4.8%) 

805 Two or more races (4.3%) 

2,652 Hispanic or Latino (14.3%) 

The diversity of the community implies that the religious, ethnic and cultural will be 

different. The Muslim population has increased as has the Latino population. We do 

not all share the same creations stories that are unique to each faith tradition. The 

stories of how people relate to Earth are specific to each religion and culture. Our 

challenge for the Green Picnic is to offer some information that may relate to most about 

the crisis we face as inhabitants and destroyers of the planet.  



The challenge is how to transcend the language restrictions and cultural biases 

that may impede the dissemination of information about how and why we need to take 

action to change our lifestyles to be in line with sustainability. Thinking back to the work 

of the ELM program, the use of art and drama may be a way to bridge this gap. 

The children will be asked to imagine that they are the first inhabitants of the area. 

What could they find and use to survive in the natural setting? For those who may feel 

the urge to paint or draw, we’ll have materials available to sketch and finger paint what 

they see during the Nature Trail walk and/or in the park. We can then have a “showing” 

of the artwork at the end of the event. 

Justice and the Earth 

An oft misunderstood concept of ecological justice is economy. For many 

Americans, the green movement is viewed as anti-capitalistic. It is not. Based on the 

writings of David Bivin’s Compassion and Common Sense, capitalism is a system that 

provides goods and services based on the needs and wants of the consumer. In his 

chapters, “Scarcity,” he discusses how the components of capitalism work together to 

provide a profitable system. Bivin explains Adam Smith’s metaphor of the “invisible 

hand’ that guides the balance between the resources that are needed for products and 

services, and the ability of consumers to pay affordable prices. (Bivin p. 13) When the 

balance is disrupted because of mega-corporations that eliminate competition of small 

businesses, the capitalistic system is undermined. It becomes a system where only a 

very few corporations wheel and deal as they please and choke out the creative 

entrepreneurs who bring imagination and diversity to the market place. Bivin’s sees the  



entrepreneur as a person who is a risk-taker and is ready and able to invest in new and 

innovative ventures. (Bivin p.39) 

An integral component of the Green Picnic is the participation of the area 

businesses. Within the neighborhood are 25 small businesses. The businesses will be 

invited to participate in whatever manner is appropriate to encourage residents to buy 

locally. This keeps money in the neighborhood and supports the small business owner 

who, in most cases, lives in the area. There are franchise chains including Starbucks, 

McDonald's, Jimmy John’s, Boston Market that employ neighborhood people.. The 

Green Picnic will bring the owners together with the neighbors and will give the small 

businesses a chance to be more visible. 

Another aspect of inviting the local businesses is to make them aware of 

sustainable alternatives in their day-to-day systems and procedures. At this point, using 

packaging that is biodegradable is more expensive than Styrofoam. There is resistance 

to make changes because of the added expense on the ledger sheet. The argument 

has to be made convincingly enough so that the long term effects of toxic products will 

out weigh the dollars and cents argument. We sponsors of the Green Picnic have to 

work to make a “dollars and sense” pitch. 

The principals of eco justice are part and parcel of my understanding and 

appreciation of Providence spirituality. Organizing the Green Picnic is my way of 

promoting the values and principals of Providence spirituality to a diverse population. 

The essence of Providence spirituality is hope and healing. Gathering the community 

together offers the possibility for every one of us to begin to better understand one 

another. The diversity of the community often causes friction rather than an  



appreciation for the gifts that our varied backgrounds bring to table of life. Respecting 

one another is the foundation of healing and that generates hope. 

Can a gathering as simple as a picnic effect an incarnation? Perhaps. The 

Green Picnic can plant seeds that may or may not be realized. Incarnation “...demands 

a radical reorientation of our vision, and it demands a radical reorientation of our way of 

living our action.” (Wahl p. 2) Christians hear the word incarnation as the word of God, 

Jesus, made flesh. How do we bring the values that radically imbued Jesus’ life to light 

at this critical juncture? The sanctity of life and non-violence are the essence of Jesus’ 

message. Radically caring for our planet, our Earth, demands a drastic transformation 

to living in the reality of Creation. It moves beyond denominational alliances and 

transcends religious belief. There are legions of religious groups who view Earth as a 

resource to be used as people see fit. So the message of radical transformational 

incarnation as a spiritual re-birth into the essence of Creation is not a standard of 

religious thinking...yet. 

Ecologists Aldo Leopold, Arne Naess, and Carl Sagan claim no religious 

affiliation so incarnation might not be in their lexicon. But that does not preclude 

visioning a transformation that is akin to a religious, spiritual or humanistic view. The 

vision of living in harmony with seasons, the environment and the marvels of Creation is 

an awakening that is on the move...it's evolving! 

This project will enrich my personal commitment as citizen of the planet and a 

Sister of Providence, to honor Divine Providence in all we do as members of the family 

of God.  



Healing Earth 

The reason | chose to organize a Green Picnic was to offer an opportunity, a 

chance, for people to join me in working to make a change in our lives. If there is a shift 

in perspective that is made by one person, then the event is a success. This is the 

process for healing Earth. We are responsible to make changes in how we live. We 

can do it! To me, this is the call of Providence to become integrated with all Creation. | 

recently heard that the BP spill is being viewed as a call to everyone of us to reform our 

lifestyles to decrease our dependence on oil. Our personal transformation may happen 

as a result of this disaster. The works of Walter Brueggemann and Joanna Macy speak 

to the spiritual mandate to transformation. 

Both Brueggemann and Macy call for personal and social transformation but 

each through a distinctive lens. They share the yearning for a society that offers the 

freedom to live fully human lives in societies that value creativity, spiritual renewal and 

an appreciation of our common life situations. Brueggemann’s point of reference is the 

biblical heritage of Judeo-Christian roots while Joanna Macy draws from her Buddhist 

vision of the world. Brueggemann'’s challenge is for individual transformation that is 

experienced with the acceptance of prophetic imagination which then manifests itself in 

prophetic ministry. “The task of prophetic ministry is to nurture, nourish, and evoke a 

consciousness and perception alternative to the consciousness and perception of the 

dominant culture around us.” (Brueggemann p. 3) 

It is from the personal transformation that society at large changes. Macy offers 

that the world is in The Great Turning, a time of “...the shift from a serf-destroying 

political economy to one in harmony with Earth and enduring for the future.” (p. 44)  



Hers is an encompassing view of the transformation and awakening that is happening 

world wide at different levels. | find that both visions complement one another because 

they address different facets of the complex reality of the human condition. 

In order to create the possibility of transformation at the event, we must be 

cognoscente of the diversity of our participants. The presence of the White Violet 

Center for Eco-Justice will provide a spiritual foundation that moves beyond the Judeo- 

Christian tradition to a more expansive sense of the Cosmic Christ. The expansive 

mission of WVC is to honor Divine Providence in works of love, mercy and justice. One 

need not ascribe to the tenets of a particular religion to understand the commitment to 

honor Earth. Straightforward ways of living more in tandem with sustainability begins 

with initiatives like unplugging unused electrical cords or changing to compact 

fluorescent light bulbs. This view allows all people from whatever horizon they stand, to 

embrace the initiatives of green living from a purely ethical perspective. As a Sister of 

Providence, | hold the existence of White Violet Center as a sacred covenant to restore 

our planet so that God's love can be realized among all Creation. Then, perhaps we 

can “...evoke a consciousness and perception alternative to the consciousness and 

perception of the dominant culture around us.” (Brueggemann p. 3) 

b. lllustrates and relates to themes of other ELM program coursework and life 
experience 

Microcosmos by Lynn Margulis and Dorion Sagan and Staying Put by Scott Russell 

Sanders made profound changes in my thinking. In both instances, | found myself 

using these books in my prayer. 

Since | had no background in chemistry or physics, | had not considered the 

awesome occurrences just under the surface of the top soil. Microcosmos opened a  



whole new world for me. | had only a nodding acquaintance with the concept of 

microorganisms. Learning the stages of evolutionary development that occurred billions 

of years ago and that continues as we speak was compelling and fascinating. | kept 

asking myself just why | didn’t know this before reading this book. It has affected 

profoundly how | relate to the Mystery of God. | began to understand the reality of 

interconnectedness. The intricacies of cell development and the nuances of 

specialization that impact everything on the planet are exciting and wondrous. 

This is just one example of how interrelated life is. The evolutionary steps to 

photosynthesis are far more exciting and mind boggling than what | learned in high 

school. Almost 2 million years ago, there was little oxygen. As a gaseous waste, it was 

a hazard to the microbes that were immobile and could not escape the poisonous 

oxygen. A mutation in bacteria began the process of photosynthesis which used 

oxygen as an energy source! The introduction of photosynthesis changed life on Earth. 

| have sat with the picture of that in my mind many times. It made the trinity of life; 

diversity, differentiation and interdependence a living reality for me in a way that nothing 

else had. 

Staying Put validated my love for my urban home. | have more than a few times, 

been a bit hesitant to admit to how much | love big, vibrant cities rather than the quiet of 

a rural town. It seems to be a given that a member of a religious Congregation must be 

attracted to quiet places with few people. | get nervous if | can’t locate a Dunkin Donuts. 

It is true that | greatly enjoy a week's retreat from the pulsing metropolitan areas. But 

my heart is in the city. And, yes, | have left my heart in San Francisco, Chicago and 

New York.  



| have made the decision to stay in Chicago because it is the place that speaks 

to me. In his book, Sanders talks of our geographical home as a matter of 

primal importance. Home is about the environmental concerns of place to the 

spirituality of place to the poetry of place. He challenges the reader to reflect how 

important the notion of home is to all of us because Sanders looks at this choice as a 

commitment similar to that made in marriage. With the commitment come 

responsibilities to care for and sustain the home and place we call ours. Sanders 

advocates living “...wisely in our chosen place only if we recognize its connections to 

the rest of the planet.” (Sanders p. xvi) We need roots and stability to get on with the 

work of living. And not just day-to-day existing, but living as an art form. We need to 

commit to living as active citizens who are concerned for needs of the populace in right 

relationship with Earth. 

As | mused about Sanders words, | was compelled to make a decision to accept 

the responsibilities of living where | do. | had to share my love of Earth and the critical 

need for healing with my community here in North Park, a neighborhood of Chicago. 

The Green Picnic evolved from Sanders’ work in a very particular way. | have 

embraced who | am as a Chicagoan, an urbanite and a person who is responsible to 

help make the city a sustainable environment. And, it is fun! 

My work in the Office of Congregational Advancement is fund raising and relating 

to our alumnae. | plan events, meet new friends of the Sisters of Providence and 

network with our publics. | currently serve on the White Violet Center for Eco-Justice 

Advisory Board. What a natural and comfortable project for me to embrace...planning 

an event to celebrate the wonder of Earth with my neighbors! Because | have an  



insatiable curiosity, people often share their stories with me. Once someone is invested 

in sharing, a good conversation is possible. 

In general, | have found that most people do want to do what is ethical and 

meaningful. Some need more convincing than others but if a person is willing to 

engage, the possibility of reasonable discussion arises. Add a sense of empathy and 

compassion and you have components to work with the public. Everyone has a story 

worth listening to. 

| have reached out to everyone and anyone who may be interested to become 

part of the event. | also had to be flexible as my original idea of having an Earth Day 

event morphed into the Green Picnic. It has taken about a year to plan this event. Had | 

not been involved in the fund raising events from my work, | might have been very 

daunted by the changes and transitions. The goal has to stay in the forefront so that the 

needed energy is balanced with a clear action plan that allows for inevitable twists and 

turns. 

c. Reflects the functioning of natural and sustainable systems 

The Green Picnic is all about supporting the eco-system of our neighborhood. 

The North Branch River is a source of both recreation and food. There are not a few 

people who are fishing for their sustenance. | am pleased to say that it is rare to see 

garbage in the water. The river is also a focal point of interest for many of us. Last year, 

when it rose to dangerous limits, it seemed that the entire neighborhood had taken a 

position like sentries on the banks of the river. The river walk is usually populated with 

couples and families strolling in the evening.  



The bike paths in the park are populated by a steady flow of bikers that range 

from the senior citizen on a three-wheeler to a speedster on a racer whizzing between 

those of us peddling at a much slower pace. The bike and walking paths wind around 

the playgrounds and gardens housed in the parks. Patches of indigenous grasses 

enhance the parks environment. Squirrels, birds, insects and the millions of bacteria 

that populate the microcosm thrive in the river and along its banks. Even though 

bacteria and animals are all around us, having the park areas help us all remember we 

are part of a life system that moves far beyond the human family. 

The two-fold focus of the Green Picnic is to bring the community together and 

raise consciousness about sustainability. Our human family needs to be sustainable! 

Coming together in a relaxed social situation may help to ease tensions when problems 

arise. We need to rely on each other when help and assistance is needed. The care of 

our parks and natural resources is what the Green Picnic is all about. This is may be a 

jump-start for some and a continuation of learning about the ecological systems for 

others. If the Green Picnic is about anything, it is all about sustaining our natural 

resources! 

3. Project Outcome 

A “How To” for Planning for a High School Event 

Goal: To engage the school community and neighborhood community in an 

ecological themed event. 

Objective: Plan, organize and staff a themed event that brings that builds on an 

ecological core curriculum.  



Note: | have included a bibliography for references that might be helpful for the 

faculty. It includes books and audio-visual aids related to spirituality because of my 

personal experience in Catholic education; however, the event can be nonsectarian. 

For the sake of efficiency, | will refer to the event as the Green Gathering. 

Rationale for a thematic core curriculum 

As an educator, | have been involved in teaching thematic core curriculum. The 

core curriculum is the mandated curriculum that each teacher is responsible to teach. A 

thematic core curriculum achieves the same goals and objectives by building the core 

classes around a specific theme. In this case, the theme is ecology. | found teaching a 

themed core curriculum was, at times frustrating, challenging and very invigorating. The 

core curriculum lends itself very well with departmental classes, like a high school 

schedule, because each teacher brings a different slant to the subject. 

Teaching from a core curriculum gives the faculty and the staff the invaluable 

opportunity to become invested and enthusiastic about the Green Gathering. Ideally, 

the administration of the high school will be “on board’ by not only approving the Green 

Gathering but also by providing the needed support to adapt scheduling and materials 

to make the event successful. 

The themed core curriculum program adapts to the existing school curriculum by 

implementing materials, readings, topics that achieve the mandated goals and 

objectives. When the faculty works as a team planning the curriculum, the outcome 

may even exceed academic expectations because the focused approach lends itself to 

sharing information, concerns and successes across the usual academic discipline 

boundaries.  



In my experience, students resonated with the themed approach to learning. So 

many facets of a topic are brought to light. Learning is interrelated and the teaching is 

collaborative. Teachers are invested in the classes because they are planning the 

coursework and have their colleagues to share the strengths and weaknesses of the 

work. Students become aware of the team effort of their teachers and this adds to the 

overall “life” of the project. 

Coursework 

Some suggestions for supplemental materials in the various disciplines are listed 

at the end of the paper. 

Green Gathering 

The Green Gathering could be scheduled on a Saturday or Sunday. The event 

will feature booths from agencies that support environmental initiatives. These could 

include civic agencies promoting green initiatives, non profits working for sustainability, 

and local businesses that have incorporated sustainable methods in their procedures. 

The internet search is mandatory. Green agencies and companies are springing 

up on a daily basis. Speakers and presenters should be invited to speak or offer 

information at their booths during the Green Gathering. 

Everything connected to the event should reflect the theme. Refreshments need 

to be organically produced. Local food producers should be encouraged to attend since 

the carbon footprint for shipping and refrigerating foods can off-set the advantage of 

being organically grown. 

The main attraction can be a topical speaker, dramatic presentation or musical group. 
The more entertainment the merrier to keep the crowd engaged and interested to attend. 
Student drama and the school band should consider offering their talents. This will 
ensure the students’ participation and should increase the parents, participation.  



Dancing is another good draw. Salsa and Square Dancing are easy to learn and add 
energy to the event 

Student involvement 

Once the school administration, faculty and staff have been informed of the 

Green Gathering and the planning of the thematic curriculum is underway, the next key 

component is the involvement of the students. | view this project event taking place in 

the junior year because the seniors would be involved with graduation requirements and 

college application work, etc. However, that being said, the Green Gathering might be a 

profound experience for seniors to culminate their high school years with this kind of 

project, 

Students can be actively involved with committee work. They will be exposed to 

the realities of team work, community organization, planning and initiating directives, 

Perhaps the most important value the students will learn is to be flexible in their thinking. 

Working with a committee demands that all be heard and all ideas be considered from 

the most ridiculous to the most provocative. It may just happen that one of those ideas 

will prove to be the most salient and innovative initiative. That lesson will be priceless. 

Committees for the Green Gathering might be: 

Planning within the campus: confirm date and available spaces, space layout, 

maintenance support, permits, approval of space and furniture needed, consistent 

updates to faculty regarding event. 

Booths and participants: internet sources are invaluable; engage as many 

speakers/presenter/booths as possible to attend: use the internet to find civic agencies 

and nonprofits working toward environmental sustainability  



Community outreach: contact and inform parents/guardians of event, visit local 

businesses, religious organizations, civic organizations to procure support and 

donations if applicable; engage speakers/presenters from civic and environmental 

groups 

Art. design logo for event, flyers, decorations, program for event 

Set-up and clean-up: critical group though not as glamorous as some 

committees, this group needs to be supervised closely since time is of the essence 

since adjustments to the original plan will occur, trust me! 

Refreshments: Whatever the extent of the refreshments, approval to use 

facilities is mandatory. At this point, donated food is an issue. A certified caterer/cook 

needs to be present to oversee the preparation and serving of food. Insurance 

restrictions must be reviewed. 

Hospitality: companion to booth participants to help with set up, hospitality for 

presenters/participants, ambassadors for school tours, greeters, ushers to help locate 

booths, restrooms, refreshments; thank you letters to all who participated, school 

welcome booth with school brochures 

Was it a success? 

You can determine whether or not your event was a success using different 

measures. | think the success lies with the students. If they were engaged and excited 

about the Green Gathering, then it was a great success! After the Green Gathering, a 

meeting should occur to evaluate the entire event, from the planning to the thank you 

acknowledgements. Joys and concerns can be noted for the next year's event.  



Attendee numbers is always especially worrisome. That can be addressed by 

focused public relations work and imbuing the organizers with authentic commitment 

and enthusiasm. Enthusiasm spills over and, conversely, negativity also infects the 

public. No one wants to hear how “nothing will work; the kids won't do this; the parents 

won't come; | don’t have time for another ‘great idea’ from the administration.” Sound 

familiar? Counteract these negative attitudes with conversations about the grave need 

for sustainability and what this event can teach many people in a single afternoon. 

That may be the biggest challenge—getting the school community to embrace the entire 

project. That, in and of itself will be a great success! 

Supplemental material for coursework 

Berry, Thomas, CPPS. Environmentalist, Theologian The Great Work 
with Brian Swimme. 

Chardin, Pierre Teilhard de SJ. Evolutionary theorist, theologian 
The Phenomenon of Man, The Divine Milieu 

Cannuto, Judy. Radical Amazement. Notre Dame: Sorin Books, 2006. 

Darwin, Charles. Biologist, explorer, writer. Origin of Species 

Gish, Robert. Author. Native American Myths 

Hayden, Tom. The Lost Gospel of the Earth. 

HubbleSite. (no date listed) Association of Universities for research in Astronomy, Inc. 
15 June 2009. http://www.hubblesite.or/gallery/wallpaper 

MacGillis, Miriam, OP. Cosmic Walk. (no date listed) Genesis Farm, NJ. 18 July 2009. 
http://theeyeoftheuniverse.org/publis/cosmicwalk/StillpointretreatCenter 

Margulis, Lynn & Dorion Sagan. Biologist, environmentalists. Microcosmos 

Scott Russell Sanders. Staying Put 

Snyder, Gary. Turtle Island  



Swimme, Brian. The Universe Story 

Wilson, Edward O. Entomologist, scientist, writer. Diversity of Life. 

Audio Visual 

Dowd, Michael. Earthspirit: A Handbook for Nurturing an Ecological Christianity. 

Gore, Al, “An Inconvenient Truth.” DVD 

Kenner, Robert. “Food, Inc.” DVD 

Nikai, R. Carlos. “ Canyon Trilogy”. CD 

 



THE GREEN PICNIC 
| gl.’ SATURDAY, AUGUST 21 
LFS. Noon to 4:00 

Ronan Park 

Let's have a neighborhood picnic and get 
acquainted. Bring your picnic basket! We'll 
have information about how we can save 
money while saving the planet. We've 
invited local businesses, NEIU Green Cycle 
Club, and city agencies to share ideas 
about sustainable living. 

e MUSIC 
oe GAMES 

e INFORMATION 

e NATURE HIKE TOURS 
e URBAN FARMING 
e RENEW, RE-USE, RECYCLE TIPS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT SUE AT SVPSP@JUNO.COM OR 
773-463-2478  



HI, NEIGHBORS! 
| ets gather to plan a neighborhood picnic Saturday, August 23. 
T he theme is [ cology: Being (areen [_veryday! 

What a great way to meet each other and support a clean 

neighborhood. 

NEIGHBORHOOD FICNIC 
We have enough time to make the picnic special for all of 

us...and for our environment! 

FIRST MEETING SATURDAY JULY 10 
1:00-2:00 pm 

FIELD HOUSE AT RIVER PARK 

CONTACT PERSON: SUE PAWESKI 
773-463-2478 
SVpSp@juno.com 

(No baby sitter? Bring the kids!)  



Communications to civic and local organizations. 

From: S. Susan Paweski 
To: rmell@33rdward.org 
Date: 6/4/2010 4:34:47 PM 

Subject: Green Picnic 

Dear Alderman, 

| am inviting you to a neighborhood "Green Picnic" to promote good relations in the 
community as well as advocate for ecological strategies in our daily lives. Northeastern 
Illinois University's "Green Cycle" club is also co-sponsoring this event with me. If you 
or a representative can attend, we would be most gratified. The date is Saturday, 
August 21 from Noon - 4:00 at Ronan Park. We are inviting the neighbors on Troy & 
Albany streets. We are promoting "buy locally" so we are inviting the businesses on 
Foster just west of Kedzie. We hope to have a good turnout. 

Please contact me with any questions or concerns. 
Sister Sue Paweski 

From: S. Susan Paweski 
To: monica.foskett@mail.house.gov 
Date: 5/23/2010 6:08:33 PM 
Subject: “Green Picnic” 

Hi Monica, 
| stopped by Mike Quigley’s office in April and mentioned the Green Picnic we are 
holding in my neighborhood. You suggested | email you the information so the 
Congressman Quigley might attend. The picnic will be held on Saturday, August 21 
from Noon to 4:00 PM in Ronan Park. The park is located between Lawrence & Argyle. 
More and more stores are pledging to attend. We would like Congressman Quigley to 
attend if possible. 

Please contact me with any questions and concerns. 
S. Sue Paweski 

 



From: S. Susan Paweski 
To: info@ronanparktrail.com 
Date: 6/10/2010 6:46:31 PM 
Subject: Green Picnic 

Dear Michael, 
James Z suggested | contact you regarding our Green Picnic. We are planning a 
neighborhood picnic to bring the community together and introduce sustainable living. 
NEIU is co-sponsoring the picnic and will have tours of the Nature Trail. | wonder if you 
or a rep from Ronan would be available to make the park "come alive" with information 

and activities about the eco systems and animals. I've attached the flyer | distributed 
today to the residents of Troy and Albany streets. 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 
Thanks for considering this event. 
Sue Paweski 

From: S. Susan Paweski 
To: Tom Stark (Librarian, Bud Long Library) 
Date: 6/5/2010 9:34:52 AM 
Subject: Green Picnic 
Dear Tom, 
Attached is the SAVE the DATE flyer I am distributing to the neighborhood this week. 
I'll keep you in the loop as this progresses. 

Have a good weekend! 
S. Sue 

From: james z 
To: Sister Sue <spaweski@SPSMW.org> 
Date: 3/15/2010 1:11:47 PM 
Subject: Event in August 

Sister Sue, 
| apologize for the delay in contacting you; | have been preoccupied with 
schoolwork. My name is James Z, one of the members of the Green Cycle 
Group at Northeastern lllinois University. | am also a resident of the 
Albany Park neighborhood. 
| am interested in offering whatever assistance you may need for holding a 
successful green pick-nick later in August. | like your idea for holding it 
in Ronan Park, as it has a natural area along the Channel and a number of 
pick-nick benches. Also, | understand the former residential development 
site along Lawrence may become part of the park, which offers increased 
square footage for entertainment. 
If you need help finding music for the event | may be able to lean on some 
of the musician | know. | already checked with a friend of mine who  



teaches hip hop at Columbia, and he is willing to get his student involved. | may be able to find some other acts to round it out some. Equipment and power would be the biggest challenge. 
| would also be willing to see if | can get either Biology professors from Northeastern or some of the naturalists from North Park Village to hold a nature walk along the Channel and talk to resident about some of the species present as well as the advantages of native landscaping. 

These are only a few of the points | can remember from your visit. If 
there is anything else you would like to incorporate into the event, feel 
free to contact me. | would love to see something on urban farming, which would allow me to invite my Pastor to come and hear more about some of the ideas | have spoken briefly to him about; however, this is your event, | am just here to be of service. 

You can reach me by email, or by phone at: 312-XXX-XXXX 

James Z 

From: Sue Paweski <events@manorneighbors.com> 
To: "spaweski@spsmw.org" <spaweski@spsmw.org> 
Date: 6/13/2010 5:58:51 PM 
Subject: Come join me at Green Picnic on Manor Neighbors 

Manor Neighbors: inviting community is everybody's business 
Sue Paweski has invited you to the event 'Green Picnic' on Manor Neighbors! 

Come and join us 

Time: August 21, 2010 from 12pm to 4pm 
Location: Ronan Park 
Organized By: Sue Paweski: 

Event Description: 
Neighbors in North Park area Bring your own picnic basket. Activities to help us make easy GREEN changes in our lives. Meet and greet your neighbors! 

See more details and RSVP on Manor Neighbors: 
http:/Mmww.ma norneighbors.com/events/event/show?id=46032 32%3AEvent%3A15528&x gi=5vHqIM3dvCLWU78&xg_source=msg_invite event  



June 2010 

Dear Foster Avenue Business Owner, 

The residents of Troy and Albany Streets are having a “Green Picnic” in Ronan Park (located just south of River Park between Carmen and Lawrence Avenues) on Saturday, August 21 from noon to 4:00 PM. The Green Picnic will give the residents an opportunity to meet and greet each other and to learn about some easy, straightforward ways to help save our planet right in our own homes! 

One of the “green” initiatives is to support local businesses. This reduces travel by car or bus to shop which reduces the carbon output AND fosters the growth and health of the neighborhood by financially supporting our community businesses. The better we know one another, the more the community can deal with ecological issues that effect 
ALL of us and our families in the long run. 

How can you be involved? We welcome you to bring information, samples, coupons, etc that you can share with the neighbors at the picnic. We are also asking you to tell us how you are working to make our neighborhood GREEN! Are you using sustainable materials in your business? Have you removed Styrofoam from you business? We can help you learn how to reduce plastic and other materials that harm our eco-systems that adversely affect all of us. 

Please consider taking part in the Green Picnic. If you have questions, please contact Sister Sue Paweski at spaweski@spsmw.orq or call 773-463-2478. We look forward to 
a wonderful day! 

Sincerely, 

S. Sue Paweski 

Co-coordinator 

 



From: "Shelli Bruno" <Shelli.Bruno@cityofchicago.org> To: <spaweski@spsmw.org> 
Date: 12/1/2008 10:46:51 AM 
Subject: Re: North Park 

Hi Sr. Sue, 

Thanks for your email and concern. We have a group of volunteers in the community who act as Recycling Block Captains. A Captain gets outreach materials from us, and it sounds like the introduction cards would be a great help to getting your neighbors to recycle. I've attached an overview of the Recycling Block Captain program so that you can look it over and decide if it's something you'd like to do. 

As for an Earth Day block party, let us know the date and we can send over our speaker request form. 

Thanks again and take care, 
Shelli Bruno 

>>> "S. Susan Paweski" <> 11/29/2008 11:13 AM >>> 
Greetings, 
| live at 5243 N. Troy ST. and | am interested in the recycling effort. | have noticed that some residents do not use the blue bins. | would like to speak with someone about working with neighbors to have an Earth Day block party to generate interest in recycling. 

Thank you, 

Sr. Sue Paweski 

(Conservation Corps of Chicago) 
Dear Britt, 
| spoke to you several months ago about a neighborhood GREEN PICNIC | am Sponsoring on August 21 in Ronan Park from noon to 4:00. The flyer is attached. It's an attempt to have neighbors get acquainted as well as introduce some basic ecological initiatives. When we spoke, you mentioned bringing material that would focus on the economic advantages of sustainability. Since the time is approaching, | would like to know if you or a rep could attend and bring materials. | am working in collaboration with the Green Cycle Club of NEIU. 

Thanks for your support! 
Sue Paweski 
From: "Conservation, Chicago" <chicago.conservation@cityofchicago.org> 
Date: Thu, 10 Jun 2010 17:17:08 -0500  



Subject: Hello from C3 
Hi Sue, 
I surely remember you. Thank you for getting back in touch. C3 has 
recently started a Speakers Bureau to formalize our requests for 
speakers. Would you mind completing this speaker request form so I can 
be sure I have all the necessary detail for your event? 
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/sbrequest 

It sounds like things are really coming together in the community. I 
hope that we will be able to help out. 
Thanks again Sue! 
Sincerely, 
Britt 
britt.willey@cityofchicago.org 
312 744-5918 
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Working Partners 
The Green Cycle Club is a student group sponsored by Northeastern Illinois University. 
The mission “...to promote ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY on campus at NEIU, 
through education and community involvement. We encourage likeminded people to 
join us, bring their concerns and create meaningful change in the name of 
our environment.” The group was interested in the Green Picnic because they viewed 
it as a perfect opportunity for the club to do outreach to the community at large. The 
club will invite their members to attend the event and provide information about the eco- 
system in the park and branch of the Chicago River. 
The contact person is Kate Ekman. <http://www.neiu.edu/~gcgroup>  



The mission of the Chicago Conservation Corps is to recruit, train and support a 
network of volunteers who work together to improve the quality of life in our 
neighborhoods and schools through environmental service projects that protect our 
water, clean our air, restore our land and save energy. 

Britt Willey, the city contact, will represent the Corps at the Gren Picnic and give two 15 
minute presentations about improving the quality of life in the neighborhood. The 
department will provide suggestions for games and activities for different age groups. 
<http.//www.chicagoconservationcorps.org> 

White Violet Center for Eco-Justice is a ministry of the Sisters of Providence of St. 
Mary-of-the-Woods, Indiana. The center exists to foster a way of living that recognizes 
the interdependence of all creation. Grounded in an understanding of Providence 
Spirituality as hope and healing, the center offers leadership and education in the 
preservation, restoration and reverent use of all natural resources. As a member of the 
Congregation, | am deeply committed to the ministry. | have the privilege to serve on 
the Advisory Board. WVC will be represented at the Green Picnic with tips for easy 
sustainable lifestyle changes for the home. Information about workshops and resources 
for education about eco-justice will be provided. http://www.whitevioletcenter.org 

 


